DANIEL ANDERSSON

“Courting Is Like Trading
Horses, You Have to Keep
Your Eyes Open”
Gender-Related Proverbs in a Peasant Society in
Northern Sweden
ABSTRACT Proverbs offer insights into normative symbolic systems of meaning. In this article, proverbs collected in Northern Sweden that mirrors an older agrarian environment are studied with a specific subset of such a normative meaning
system in focus: masculinity and femininity. The analysis is centered on three important domains of human experience: The
Marriage Market, The Household and The Sexuality. It is argued that the gender conceptions found in the proverbs form a
system of gender hegemony, with hierarchically superior masculinity and hierarchically subordinate femininity. Furthermore, a possible cultural model found in the proverbs, that of The Successful Household, is outlined and discussed.
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Bjarmaland and Interaction
in the North of Europe from
the Viking Age until the
Early Middle Ages
ABSTRACT The medieval Scandinavian written sources locate Bjarmaland to the White Sea. The words Terfinna land connect the location with the Kola Peninsula and the environs of the Varzuga River whereas the name Gandvík guides our interest towards the Kantalahti Bay of the White Sea. The name Vína can be connected with either the Northern Dvina River or
Viena Karelia. The Bjarmians as portrayed in the written sources seem to have been a permanently settled group of Baltic
Fennic speaking people that lived in the north of Europe since the Viking Age (first mentioned in writing in the ninth century) until the early Middle Ages (mid-thirteenth century). They seem to have been involved in the international fur trade
and had continuous contacts with Norwegians with both looting and trade as integral part of interaction. The Bjarmians
cannot be connected ethnically with any existing group of people but must be considered as a group of their own. The origin
of the specific ethnical identity most likely lies in economical interaction (trade with furs and possibly other items) with
neighbouring areas. Since the twelfth and thirteenth centuries new settlers moved to the northern areas and many political
and economical changes occurred in Northern Fennoscandia and Russia, all of which would have contributed to a change
that left the Bjarmians out of written sources.

ANDREJ KOTLJARCHUK

Kola Sami in the Stalinist
Terror
A Quantitative Analysis
ABSTRACT The study is focused on aspects that have been understudied by previous research on the Kola Sami. First there
is a quantitative analysis of the Sami victims of the Stalinist terror. Second there is a discussion of the short- and long-term
roles of state violence for the affected indigenous community. Most prior studies of the ethnic aspects of the Stalinist terror
have focused on the large Diaspora nationalities or post-war deportations, while this paper concentrates on a small homogenous indigenous community. The study reaches a new level of accuracy about the nature of Soviet terror, and who became
victims and why.
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Corporeality of Consultant
Expertise in Arctic Natural
Gas Development
ABSTRACT The contemporary ethnographic landscape and social fields of emerging actors involved in resource extraction
in the Arctic draw attention to the role “expert” knowledge, specifically, the organization of consultant work, the production, commodification and dissemination of expert forecasting, and technologies. While anthropology traditionally has
focused on adaptations in northern areas in relation to state policies, regulations of the environment and ethnopolitical
categorizations, in this article we introduce new approaches to the study of experts and forms of knowledge that have the
potential for shaping energy development in the Arctic. We contribute to the state of theory and knowledge in relation to
how experts drive the structure and content of pivotal conversations on Arctic oil and gas development by building a conceptual terminology and typology of relations between products of human bodies associated with expertise (gesture, ideas,
voice, linguistic phenomena) and the material environment that ensures the security and authority of experts (turnstiles,
ID badges, guards) as forces of energy production in their own right.

